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On August 4, 2020, 2,750
tons of ammonium nitrate
caught fire and exploded
in the port of Beirut,
Lebanon.
The explosion resulted in
over 200 deaths, 6,000
injuries, and a quarter of
a million Lebanese
citizens homeless (Bazzi,
2020)

PRIMARY QUESTIONS
o
o

Are there any significant differences in the way the risk surrounding the Beirut
explosion was communicated about in Western versus Eastern media?
Did the Lebanese government’s response to and management of the Beirut
explosion fail Lebanese citizens and cause further unrest?

Rhetorical Strategies and Differences in Eastern and Western Media
• The Al Arabiya article quickly launches into government corruption and the political
history that led to the explosion. The content is more focused on revealing how the
Lebanese ruling class has failed Lebanese citizens.
[Eastern Source]
Al Arabiya: "Why Lebanon's president
refuses an international investigation
into Beirut explosions?" by Joseph
Haboush on August 14, 2020

CONTENT ANALYSIS
q Al Arabiya- "investigation," "truth," "resignation," "responsibility," "Hezbollah,"
"corruption," "fail," "attack," "ruling elite."

• USA Today focuses most of the article on the victims, which makes the call for aid
more effective in a country that is minimally affected by the event.
• Al Arabiya reveals the depth of the mistrust and anger of Lebanon’s citizens toward
their government and leaders. Al Arabiya conveys the message that to Lebanese
officials, the blast is a source of concern not because of its tragic impact on
Lebanon’s citizens, but instead because it has the potential to expose the evidence of
their corrupt practices against their own country.
• USA Today attempts to appeal to its Western audience’s emotions by utilizing pathos
as its main rhetorical device (graphic descriptions, images, videos, and stories from
the Beirut blast victims) to frame Lebanon as a country in constant crisis and now on
the brink of collapse.

q USA Today- "death," "destruction," "attack," "bombing," investigation,"
"collapse," "ruling class."

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS

METHODS
• Content and Rhetorical Analysis
⚬ News Analysis
⚬ Eastern and Western news article
⚬ Al Arabiya (Eastern) and USA Today (Western)
⚬ Twitter Analysis
⚬ Lebanese President Aoun and French President Macron
⚬ Citizens' responses to Aoun and Macron’s tweets
Parameters:
- The articles and tweets were limited to a fourteen-day time frame directly
following explosion.
- Analysis limited to two articles and 20 tweets

[Western Source]
USA Today: "Lebanon launches
investigation into ammonium nitrate
at port after Beirut explosion" by
Nadia Al Faour on August 5, 2020

RESULTS FROM TWITTER ANALYSIS

q Al Arabiya- ethos (political and analysts), logos, *accusatory tone, *aggressive
diction

Varied Understanding of Risk in Local and Global Politics

q USA Today- *pathos (images, anecdotes, videos, graphic language), logos

• French President Emmanuel Macron focused his communication about the risk
surrounding the Beirut explosion on the blast victims and the ways in which France
and the world population could provide support during the crisis.

TWITTER ANALYSIS
Example Tweets from
French President
Macron

Example of Citizens’
Response to President
Macron

Example Tweets from
President Aoun and Citizens’
Response

• Macron used images of the victims and destruction while President Aoun was more
focused on himself and his position during the period following the explosion.
• Citizens’ responses to President Macron’s tweets generally addressed international
aid efforts and expressed thankfulness and sympathy toward Lebanon. Those who
responded to President Aoun more frequently discussed politics and corruption.
• President Macron used descriptive language to capture the devastation of the blast
and used a more emotional tone with sympathetic diction to express condolences.
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• President Aoun initially responded to the explosion with sympathy, but he quickly
adopted a more defensive and egocentric tone and vocabulary.
• Responses to Aoun’s tweets are aggressive and demanding, and often expressed
anger and disgust with him and Lebanon’s government. The responses to President
Macron are less hostile and directed insulting language toward Lebanon’s leaders.
However, respondents used “colonial” language and conveyed skepticism toward his
involvement in Lebanon’s affairs.

